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Section 1

Introduction

Report summary
This report describes the results of an archaeological survey of Glencree Barracks. It was
undertaken to assess unexpected masonry features identified in the east building range of the
Glencree Centre for Peace and Reconciliation,
formerly Glencree Barracks.
The report sets out the history and evolution of
Glencree Barracks, with particular emphasis on
the potential of pre-19th century material at
Glencree. A comparative assessment of Glencree with the other contemporary Military Road
barracks (Laragh, Drumgoff, Aghavannagh and
Glen Imaal) identifies similarities and also differences between the complexes.

The report concludes that the unexpected masonry details in the east range are likely to have
been part of a truncated mid-19th century agricultrual building, built during a time when
Glencree formed part of the wider estate of
Lord Powerscourt. Although the features are
not defensive in nature, subsurface remains of
the perminter wall and an unfinished southeastern bastion nearby provide avenues for further
research at Glencree.

Photograph facing southwest of St. Kevin's Reformatory
School (formerly Glencree Barracks) by W. Lawrence
between 1 880 and 1 900 (French, R., & Lawrence, W.
(1 865-1 91 4). The Reformatory, Glencree, Co. Wicklow. National Library of Ireland, The Lawrence Photograph
Collection, L_CAB_04734)
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The topography outside the Glencree
barracks complex slopes steeply down to
the North and East and to the South it
slopes gently downward. To the West, the
ground rises up toward the Military Road
(R115), which is approximately 150m to
the West.

Aim of investigations
The aim of the survey of Glencree Barracks was to assess unexpected masonry
details identified in the eastern block of
the complex. By conducting a comparative study with three remaining
contemporary barracks along the Military
Road, it is an objective of this study to
chart the evolution of the Glencree barracks site.

Topographic map showing the location of the Military
Road (R1 1 5) across the Wicklow Mountains and the
location of the barracks. Laragh, Drumgoff and
Aghavanagh can be seen clustered together due to the
hostile environs and their distance from Dublin (basemap
courtesy of bbrhuft, 201 5).

Possible early-1 9th century military oil or
paraffin emergency lamp, found at
Aghavannagh

Site location
The barracks at Glencree is situated in the
townland of Aurora in Wicklow, close to the
border with Oldboley townland to the east. It is
located at the head of the Glencree Valley
which runs in a south-easterly direction away
from the barracks.
The Glencree River flows along the northern
boundary of the barracks and acts as a natural
defensive feature. The land outside the Glencree
complex slopes steeply away on the northern
and eastern sides, while the southern landscape
slopes gently away to the south.
2

Section 2

Background

This section provides an archaeological, historical and cartographic background of Glencree.

Fifth to ninth century Cualu
The earliest historical records relating to the
area in which Glencree Barracks is situated concern the early kingdom of Cualu (Boazman
2016; Corlett 1999, 3). This kingdom extended
across the Dublin and Wicklow mountains, an
area approximately equivalent to the AngloNorman barony of Rathdown. In the late fifth
and sixth century this was the kingdom of the
Dál Messin Corb and may have stretched as far as
Meath and northeast Munster, north to the
Boyne and south to Arklow, but was curtailed
by the rise of Uí Néill (Mac Shamhráin 1996,
51). There are two annalistic references to kings
in AD 485 and 495 (AU), portraying them as
slain in battle probably defending the retreating
borders of their kingdom. One of the kings is
of the Uí Garrchon line of the Dál Messin Corb
and there is hagiographical evidence of various
underkings of this line welcoming or rebuffing
Patrick on his arrival in Cualu that can be
roughly dated to AD 430 (Mulchrone 1939, 20).
Ecclesiastical sites dedicated to Dál Messin Corb
saints in the Rathdown area are a further indication of the significance of the kingdom during
the conversion period (Nicholls 1984, 545).
The Dál Messin Corb were dislodged from power
by the advent of the Uí Máil, from Imaal in Co
Wicklow, overkings of Leinster in the seventh
century (Boazman 2016). Two areas are associated with branches of this kin-group. One is Uí
Chellaig Chualann on the slopes of the south
Dublin Mountains, extending from Templelogue to Two Rock Mountain. The second is Uí
Theig, who may have had a caput at Bray and
land extending from Bray to Glencap around
the Sugarloaf (Boazman 2014, 417-422). There
are no toponymic or documentary references to

the Uí Máil north of Kiltuck and east of Two
Rock Mountain, so the extents of their holdings
in north Wicklow are unclear. Their ascendancy
was short-lived and a branch of the Uí Dúnlainge, the Uí Dúnchada, based in Kildare and
controlling earlier Dál Messin Corb territory to
the west, achieved overlordship of Cualu. This
occurred at least as early as the mid-eighth century as they were instrumental in granting
Tallaght, to the west of Cualu, to Máel Ruan of
the Céli Dé (died 792 - AU). The Uí Dúnchada
ruled their newly-acquired territory through
their underkings, the UíBriúin Chualann.

Early ecclesiastical foundations
The Dál Messin Corb and the Uí Máil period in
Cualu was marked by the establishment of a
large number of ecclesiastical sites. Rathdown
barony (which includes Glencree) has the
highest density of early medieval ecclesiastical
foundations in mainland Ireland. It could be assumed that on foundation these sites were
granted land carrying impostes that benefited
the current rulers of Cualu (Boazman forthcoming). Several of the ecclesiastical sites of
Cualu are associated with British, Welsh and
Munster saints, partly due to its coastal position
but also indicating its importance as a node of
Christianity during the conversion period.
Although the name Glencree only appears in
historical records from 1227 onwards, Price
(1957) notes that ‘it seems unusual to find the
shortening to Glencry as early as the first half
of the thirteenth century’, suggesting the placename was already of considerable antiquity by
then. Price proposes that a reference in Alen’s
Register from 1179 referring to Cellcrithaith (or
Cell Crithach) could relate to an old (pre-Norman?) ecclesiastical foundation at Glencree,
near the river and within the forest. If so, Glencree would fit into a pattern of pre-Norman
3

Earliest references to Glencree by year, from Placenames Database of Ireland

churches concentrated in south Dublin and
north Wicklow (Walsh 2008, 21; Ronan 1928)
possibly associated with Munster saints from
the very early period of Christianity and the
proto-historic ‘greater Leinster’ of the Dál
Messin Corb (Boazman 2016).

Viking and Hiberno-Norse period
In the 9th century vast population movements
were transforming Europe, as the Vikings
moved south through the continent establishing
settlements from Kiev to Dublin. Placename
evidence suggests that Vikings were settling
outside of Dublin as rural farmers (Corlett
1999, 57), including in Rathdown (Boazman
2016) and Wicklow (Etchingham, 1994). The
ancient parish name of Stagonil (which later became Powerscourt, and which includes
Glencree) could be interpreted as Teach Gunnild,
derived from the Norse woman’s name of Gunnhildr (Price 1957, 297; Corlett 1999, 56). Price

suggests that at a later date it could have been
assigned the Irish form Tech Conaill (Price 1957,
297).
Further evidence for Viking rural settlement
near Glencree can be seen in the placename of
nearby Curtlestown, located 4.5km east of
Glencree along the L1011, which translates as
baile mhic Thorcaill (ibid.). Curtlestown appears to
preserve the Norse family name of Meic Torcaill
(ibid.).
In 1137 a bull issued by Pope Alexander the
third defined the limits of the Dioceses of
Dublin and Glendalough, and Stagonil (which
included Glencree) is listed as one of the parishes appropriated to Dublin (RMP file
WI003-028, NMS). Prior to the Anglo-Norman
arrival, the Mac Giollamocholmóg family appear to
have held power in the region, endowing ecclesiastic establishments such as Glendalough,
Killegar, Ballyman, Delgany, Kilmacberne and
Ballydonagh, with the priory of the Holy Trinity
4

and the Mac Torcaill family also being principal
landowners within the region of Uí Briúin Cualann (Simpson 1994, 193). Domnall Mac
Giollamocholmóg remained an important
landowner after the Anglo-Norman arrival and
was married to a daughter of Dermot McMurrough, and was brother-in-law to Strongbow
(ibid. 195).
Glencree is likely to have been of enormous
significance for the Viking and Hiberno-Norse.
The Meic Torcaill family feature in the annals
through the twelfth century either in a military
capacity or on occasion as kings of Dublin
(Boazman 2016; Murphy & Potterton 2010, 88).
Their control over the great oak forests of
Glencree provided them with a seemingly endless supply of one of the most critical materials
of 10th and 11th century northern Europe: timber. Control over timber meant control of
ship-building, construction, military power, international communications and trade
(Boazman, pers. comm. 2015). The forest of
Cualu (Glencree) surrounded by a considerable
amount of farmland within the ecclesiastical estate of Tully (later of Holy Trinity) provided the
Meic Torcaill with an unrivalled power base.

Medieval period
In 1173 the lands formerly in the possession of
the Mac Torcaill family in south of Dublin were
granted to one of Strongbow’s barons, Walter
de Ridelsford. The power of the church protected their possessions at Stagonil and Killegar
and they retained their pre-conquest lands
(Stokes 1986, 3), probably including Glencree.
Walter’s son-in-law, DeCogan subsequently
made a grant to the Abbey of St. Thomas
(Stokes 1986, 4). The parish church of Stagonil,
and the lands and churches of the rest of the
parish, were then assigned to St. Patrick’s
Cathedral in the early thirteenth century
(Flanagan 1927, 13; Corlett 1999, 130). Mottes
at Killegar, Knocksink near Enniskerry, and in
Powerscourt Demesne (the largest in Wicklow)
go some way towards indicating Anglo-Norman
efforts in the area (Murphy & Potterton 2010,
131).
The vast properties of the Archbishop of Dublin in the area were managed from two manorial
centres, with Killegar, Rathmichael, Ballydonagh
and Powerscourt - including the lands at Glencree - being attached to the manor of Shankill
(Simpson 1994, 194).

Down Survey County Map of Wicklow c. 1 650s. Glencree is the only placename depicted in region, deep in the otherwise
uninhabited ‘bog and mountains’, and this prominence is likely to reflect the continued importance of its woodlands.
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Down Survey map of the Half-Barony of Rathdowne in Wicklow c. 1 650s

Glencree is documented throughout the medieval period as a vast royal forest, west of the
archbishop’s holdings in Powerscourt in the
Manor of Shankhill, established in the 1220s
(Murphy & Potterton 2010, 27). Part of this
royal forest was enclosed by a deep fosse and
bank, traces of which can still be seen near
Curtlestown Church possibly enclosing a royal
deer park (Simpson, 1994, 207). In 1244 sixty
does and twenty bucks were sent from the royal
forest at Chester to stock the deerpark at Glencree. Further royal deer were gifted to Glencree
in 1296 (Murphy & Potterton 2010, 376). In
1291 the abbot of St. Mary’s Abbey was accused of poaching in the king’s forest with nets,
greyhounds and other apparatus.

in the medieval period. Glencree forest also
supplied timber to St. Patrick’s Cathedral, St.
Mary’s Abbey, St. Thomas and the Domican
Friary in the 13th century (Murphy & Potterton
2010, 376). A reference from 1283 reads ‘K.’s
wood of Glencry 12 oaks fit fort timber’ (Calendar of Documents…, 1283). In the late 13th
century the forest was held by Queen Eleanor
of Castile, wife of Edward I, and a reference
dating to the year of her death (Calendar of
documents… 1290) refers to the ‘the Queen’s
timber works in Glencree’. These timberworks
coincide with Eleanor’s massive reconstruction
of Haverfordwest Castle in Wales (Simpson
1994, 207), and it is possible that Glencree supplied the wood for that endeavour.

However, it would be wrong to think of the
great oak forests at Glencree as primarily used
for leisure during this time. The crucial importance of Glencree as a supply of timber for
shipbuilding continued from the Viking period

At the start of the 14th century Eustace le Poer
and his heir Geoffrey, were ‘the last effective
Anglo-Norman governors of the king’s castle
of Balytenyth, which stood at the end of the
granite ridge where Powerscourt House now
6

stands’ (Stokes 1986, 1). Their tenure was a difficult one, having to deal with successive native
Irish attacks and conflicts. In 1316 the O’Byrnes
from Glenmalure burned Bray and neighbouring villages, including Stagonil (ibid. 6). By the
mid-14th century the government had enlisted
the help of the O’Tooles from West Wicklow to
protect Dublin from the attacks of the
O’Byrnes (ibid. 6). The O’Tooles retained possession of those lands for the subsequent 250
years (ibid. 6).
In the late 15th century, Glencree was on the
boundary of the Pale, in lands under the influence of the Lawless family. The Lawless family,
as with the other Marcher families of Talbot,
Walsh, Archbold, Harold and Howell, continued
to occupy key positions at the interface of Dublin and Wicklow (Murphy & Potterton 2010,
102). They were characterised by a clan structure, many had become increasingly Gaelicised,
and the government dealt with them as they
would their Irish neighbours, by taking hostages
and trying to enforce a sense of collective responsibility on the clan leader (ibid.). Around
this time in the late 15th/early 16th century, a
period commonly known as the Kildare Supremacy, the Earl of Kildare granted his
brother Richard FitzGerald much of north
Wicklow (Stokes 1986, 6). Upon construction

of a castle by the Eighth Earl of Kildare, which
was named Powers Court, the parish name of
Powerscourt came into common use (Price
1957, 295), replacing the previous ecclesiastical
name of Stagonil (Lewis 1837)

Post-medieval period
An initial attempt to shire Wicklow was made in
1579 with two new counties being outlined,
Wicklow and Ferns (Gurrin 2006, 5). In this initial shiring the half barony of Rathdown
remained in County Dublin, along with the
coastal town of Bray, however this attempted
shiring was seen as a failure by the mid-1580s
(ibid.). In the aftermath of the Gaelic defeat in
1597, land confiscations commenced, starting in
the north, at Powerscourt, when Sir Richard
Wingfield was granted lands, ‘now waste by the
occasion of war’, in 1603, and later, in the
1610s, when the Brabazons made their appearance at Kilruddery, and William Parsons was
granted substantial territories in the east
(Arnold 1993, 143).
It was in this context that the notion of a military road through the Wicklow Mountains is first
documented, in connection with Henrician Tudor administration’s desire to crush the Wicklow

Extract from An Actual Survey of the County of Wicklow by Jacob Neville, 1 760 (National Library of Ireland, 1 6.J.1 5) showing
location of Glencree, which is not named, southwest of 'Old tapale'
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Extract from An Actual Survey of the County of Dublin by John Rocque, 1 760 showing location of Glencree and future route
of the (as yet unbuilt) Military Road. Note the 'New Meaning Drain' running along the county boundary showing large-scale
works in the Dublin Mountains at this time.

septs of the O’Byrnes and O’Tooles. Power
(2004, 1) relates how a short stretch of roadway
was cut through the Glen of the Downs by order of Lord Deputy Grey in 1552. The
'Deputies Pass' near Glenealy was another cutting made for military purposes when the Lord
Deputy Russell had it cut in 1594 to supply his
new military fortress in Rathdrum, founded as a
settlement for English tenants, but now a fully
garrisoned military camp.

and Cavanaghs Camp in Glen Imaal as examples of 17th century military structures, and
notes that military features are recalled in place
names such as King Williams's Road near Arklow and the Williamite Camp near Ballyrichard
(Power 2004, 1). It is likely that a large ditch-like
feature (the ‘Meaning Drain’) marked on
Rocque’s 1760 map of Dublin in the location of
the future Military Road just north of Glencree
relates to such a structure.

Power (ibid) goes on to explain that other largescale military building projects in Wicklow never
came to fruition, although they were planned on
paper. The grandiose 'Osborne's Fort', a great
maritime citadel destined perhaps to stand on
Wicklow Head, was never started. In the early
17th century and during the Cromwellian and
Williamite wars, many military structures were
built such as earth walled enclosures, embankments and causeways across wet ground, some
of which have lasted into modern times (Power
2004, 1). Power identifies Dunganstown Castle

During the initial shiring of Ireland, Wicklow
was declared hostile and was not created as a
county until 1606 (Flynn 2003, 1). Three years
later the establishment of the county boundary
between Dublin and Wicklow resulted in the division in two of the barony of Rathdown
(Corlett 1999, 1). In early 1606, following another defeat of revolting Gaelic forces, during
the Nine Years War, a second attempt to shire
Wicklow was initiated (Gurrin 2006, 5). Noting
that the ‘infertilitie, wastnes and small scope of
the said countries and townes, and the incivilitie
8

of the inhabitants for the most part thereof’
would prove problematic, and conscious, no
doubt, that it was this same ‘infertilitie’ and ‘incivilitie’ that had put paid to the initial attempt
to shire, different boundaries to those appointed in 1579 were chosen, with part of the
barony of Rathdown (including the lands of
and around Glencree) to be included in the new
county (Erck 1846, 237).
In the early part of the 17th century the land of
the O’Tooles was granted by King James I to Sir
Richard Wingfield, who subsequently became
Viscount Powerscourt in 1618. During the rebellion of 1641 the O’Tooles rose against the
Wingfield family, who were temporarily dispossessed of their land until the land settlement
that followed the Cromwellian campaign
(Stokes 1986, 10). During the rebellion and the
years that followed, Wicklow was seen as a potentially dangerous region to travel in. The
Annals of the Cathedral of Saint Patrick records an account dating to 1648 that notes that
the dean, John Alleyne had visited all of the
prebends, excluding Stagonil and seven others
‘which lay in the Irish territory, or on the
marches of the Pale, so that he dared not to visit them on account of the war in those parts’
(Flanagan 1927, 12).

placename may be of English origin, however
O’Donovan (1839 CM070, 6) proposes an Irish
derivative of Ath Ruadhri (‘Rory’s ford’), which
would refer to a crossing point over the Glencree river.
Oldboleys townland, adjacent to Glencree barracks, is first documented in 1757 as Old Boleigh.
O’Donovan (1839 CMO70, 30) suggests an
English derivative from old dairy or milking
place. As discussed above, the placename Glencree is documented from the medieval period in
reference to the valley or wood (and probably
river). Glencree is likely to be of Irish derivation, perhaps from Gleann Crí/Crioch - valley of
the border-lands or boundary, or Gleann Croí heart of the valley. The Glencree Centre (2010,
3) propose Glean Criothaigh - the quaking glen,
and note an earlier name: Lackandarragh - slope
of the oaks.
Topographical map of Wicklow showing route of Military
Road and location of the five barracks built in the first
decade of the 1 9th century. Glencree is situated close to
Dublin, while the remaining four are clustered in the south.

The great oak forests of Glencree, which had
been exploited heavily during the Viking and
medieval periods, are likely to have been continually exploited into the post-medieval period.
Glencree is the only placemame depicted in the
northeastern half of the Barony on the mid17th century Down Survey maps of the County
of Wicklow and the Half Barony of Rathdown
(Down Survey c. 1650s), deep in the otherwise
uninhabited ‘boggy mountains’, and this prominence is likely to reflect the continued
importance of its woodlands. However, it seems
that the 17th century exploitation of the Glencree forests represents the final phase of use of
the once-great woodlands, and that by the close
of that century the oak forests had been decimated.
The townland of Aurora (in which Glencree
barracks are situated) is documented from 1757,
and is first mentioned in the 1757 in the Powerscourt Estate Rentals (Price 1967). This unusual
9

1 81 6 map of Wicklow reproduced in Fewer 2007, 1 1 0. This is the earliest map of Glencree Barracks identified in this report,
and shows the perimeter wall, main block, and outhouses.

Whilst Glencree is not marked on Jacob Nevill’s
maps of 1760, Arthur Nevill’s updated map of
1798 shows a new cross-mountain trackway
linking Glencree and Curtlestown, correlating to
the western end of the modern L1011, reflecting late 18th century improvements in the
communications infrastructure around Glencree
(Gurrin 2006, 71). Richard Griffith’s General
Valuation provides a standardised insight into
land qualities in post-Famine Wicklow. Glencree, along with much of the mountainous
centre of Wicklow, is listed as having a value of
between £10 and £30 per 100 acres. This extremely low land value of between 2 and six
shillings per acre reflects a post-famine landscape almost devoid of people, agriculture and
industry (Gurrin 2006, 88-89), and - in contrast
to the medieval period - devoid of oak.

tain had become embroiled in major conflicts in
America and in Europe (Davies 1999, 697-9).
In 1798, inspired by the recent revolutions in
France and America), the United Irishmen, led
by Theobald Wolfe Tone, staged a rebellion
against the British. The United Irishmen had allied themselves with Revolutionary France, and
spurred by the success of the French Revolution sought to make Ireland a Republic.

Nineteenth century Military Road

The threat of invasion by French forces after
the failed 1798 Rebellion led to a tightening of
the British administration’s grip on the hinterland around Dublin. Complete control over the
hinterland of the Pale could never be possible
without a direct route into the Wicklow Mountains from the city. This mountainous region
close to Dublin had harboured Irish rebels from
the beginning of centralised British administration of the Pale.

It was not until the late 18th century that the
Elizabethan idea for the road was finally implemented. In the second half of the 18th century
and the first quarter of the 19th Century, Bri-

After 1798 it became imperative to establish a
military road that ran north-south from Dublin
to the heart of this formerly-inaccessible territory. In 1800 Colonel John Skerret reintroduced
10

Taylor's map of Dubliin 1 81 6, showing the Military Road and an idealised view (or generalised barracks symbol) of Glencree
Barracks

the idea of a military road across the mountains
(Power 2004, 2). The strategy was a simple one
that would allow the government to saturate the
area with troops.
Authorised by the Lord Lieutenant, Lord Cornwallis, construction of the road began in the
spring of 1800. A survey of the proposed route
was carried out by Captain Alexander Taylor of
the Royal Irish Engineers (Power 2004, 3). The
road commenced in Rathfarnham, Co. Dublin
and continued over the Featherbed Mountain
past Glencree and on to Glen Imaal.
Power (ibid.) states that Captain Taylor had significant experience of such projects having
served in the Scottish Highlands creating a network of accessible military roads. The
headquarters for the Military Road project was
set up at Glencree. At this stage, there were no
plans for a permanent manned barracks at
Glencree, and the army personnel lived in tents
and sod houses, known as the Aurora Turf
Camp. In 1802, Captain Taylor set up a new
corps of builders, known as the ‘Glencree Pioneers’ due to the fact that 'they were bivouacked
in the Glencree valley' (Power 2004, 4), making

reference to the temporary encampment that
would have lacked any great militarily defensive
capabilities. The site of Glencree barracks was
located near to the Aurora turf house camp,
which is likely to be the location of a deserted
settlement just to the south. This deserted settlement is also a Recorded Monument
(WI006-005). The RMP files describes it as a
settlement cluster about 150m by 150m across
that comprising three circular or sub-rectangular
enclosures and associated field boundaries.
Fewer (2007, 107) describes how Captain Taylor
outlined his plans for the location of the barracks along Military Road. He saw it paramount
to the success of the routeway that Military Stations be built along the road. In addition to the
sites at Glencree, Laragh, Drumgoff and Aghavannagh, a fifth would be built at the Sally Gap
'where the new road crosses the one from
Blessington to Roundwood'. However, he is unsure of the suitability of the site here, stating
'this situation is high and much exposed to the
north and west and rather too near the first station, being only 5 miles distant' (Taylor, cited by
Fewer ibid.).
11

Duncan's 1 821 Map of Dublin, showing Glencree Barracks

The military road project encountered many
bureaucratic problems at its infancy. Among
these were the lack of proper tools to begin the
project, the reallocation of skilled soldiers and
the accommodation of the workers. In 1802,
large numbers of soldiers were stood down in
Ireland due to the Peace of Amiens. The Military Road project was almost abandoned that
year in order to save funds (Power 2004, 6).
The beginning of the Napoleonic Wars in 1803
brought renewed hostilities with France, providing renewed urgency for a defensive artery from
the capital. The constructions of the road and
the barracks along it were completed by 1809 at
a cost of £435,000, more than twice the amount
that was originally budgeted for the project
(Power 2004, 6).

Glencree Barracks
Glencree Barracks was completed in 1806
(Glencree Centre 2010, 4; NIAH). Although often assumed to be the earliest of the Military
Road barracks, perhaps due to its proximity to
Dublin, it was in fact one of the last to be com-

pleted (Aghavannagh Barracks was completed
in 1803, Laragh Barracks in 1804 - NIAH).
Glencree, Aghavannagh, Laragh and Drumgoff
Barracks were designed to hold a single complement of 100 men, while Glen Imaal was
designed to hold twice that number (Power
2010, 6).
The five barracks (unlike the road) were erected
in record time at a cost overall of £26,500
(ibid). From early 19th century drawn and cartographic depictions a standardised barracks
plan emerges (refer comparative assessment
section below). A perimeter wall with opposing
bastions enclosed a large square space measuring c. 100m by c. 90m across, accessed by a gate
located centrally in one of the walls. This enclosed a large off-centre detached building, a
parade ground, and outbuildings. Groundplans
of later 19th century British military barracks in
Ireland show a broadly similar layout and label
building functions. In 1861 the main barracks
block at Ballaghaderreen Barracks in Mayo
(Military Archives IE/MA/MPD/ad134184006) housed soldier’s quarters and officer’s
quarters, mess and kitchens, with side wings
housing sergeants and the cooks. Another com12

parable example is at Portumna
(IE/MA/MPD/ad134730-008). The arrangement at Glencree is likely to have been similar.
Although not identified during this study, Power
(2010, 6) notes that each of the barracks was
surrounded with a raised redoubt armed with
two cannon, part of which may survive at
Aghavannagh.

from Dublin. Glencree may thus have been seen
as a relatively safe location, at least in contrast to
the ‘deeper’ south. This probably encouraged
the use of the Military Road - and in particular
the stretches around Glencree - for leisure, from
immediately after the barracks was completed.
Price (2010, 7) notes how artists such as
Roberts and Petrie painted the road and barracks for illustrated tour guides from 1809.

By the time it was completed in 1806, 75 men
were housed in Glencree Barracks. The comparative assessment (see below) points out that in
several ways Glencree differed from the other
Military Road barracks, and it is possible that
Glencree was seen as a half-way point between
Dublin and the cluster of barracks in the heart
of ‘rebel territory’. This is supported by references that non-military guests who wished to
travel along the Military Road were issued
passes at Glencree (Power 2010, 8) as well as

The barracked soldiers (who were frequently
Scottish) were at one point intended to become
planted in small farms along the Military Road
after their service. Power (2010, 7) cites Sir
Richard Griffith 'With a small portion of land
we would soon behold a sturdy race of loyal
mountaineers who would strengthen the hands
of Government by rendering what has lately
been a shelter for lawless rebels, the residence
of a grateful Population'. Power (ibid.) explains
that ‘Ireland’s last Plantation’ was never carried

Sketch of Glencree Barracks, c.1 840, by George Victor du Noyer. The barracks is shown at the head of the Glencree valley
with the Sugarloaf Mountain in the background. Missing from the sketch is Captain Taylor's lodge, which stands just off the
road in the left centre foreground (courtesy of the Royal Society of Antiquaries Ireland)
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1 st Edition 6" Ordnance Survey map from 1 843 showing the Glencree Barracks and associated buildings to the west and
south. The perimeter wall is not visible on this map,

out, due in part to the unsuitability of the land
for agriculture.

Redundancy of the barracks
In the early 19th century international events
would spell trouble for Glencree Barracks. On
the 18th of June, 1815, Napoleon was defeated
at Waterloo. The defences erected along the
coastline of Ireland, in the form of the Napoleonic Towers, and the various military
installations throughout the island, including the
Military Road and her barracks, became obsolete virtually overnight. In addition, dramatic

transformations in transport technology were
also making the Military Road less usable for
military use. This can be seen in military road
maps of Dublin and the surrounding hinterland
dating to the 1840s (Military Archives) that depict the Military Road as unsuitable for modern
military vehicles.
Power (2004, 7) describes the fate of the four
barracks after this period. In 1822, the compliment of soldiers based at Drumgoff was
significantly reduced from 100 men to just 12.
In 1844 the Glenmalure Mining Company
leased the barracks to house its workers. It
completely ceased to have a military use at this
14

time and was never used for such again.

St Kevin’s Reformatory School

For a period in the mid-19th century Laragh
barracks was used by the local mill as a grain
store. Parts of the main barracks building were
demolished in 1860 and in 1955 the whole edifice was removed.

The barracks at Glencree retained its military
use for approximately 40 years. Ownership of
the site changed hands when ‘the Glencree barracks, a fine range of buildings, erected by
Government after the disturbances of 1798,
[was] purchased by Lord Powerscourt in 1834’
(Lewis 1837, 471; Ryan 2009, 611). In the 1840s
the buildings at Glencree were used as a government store, by the Irish Post Office, and by
the Ordnance Survey of Ireland in order to
house workers involved in mapping the surrounding hinterland and counties (Fewer 2007,
108).

The War Office closed the barracks at Aghavannagh in 1825 and its ownership passed to
Charles Stewart Parnell’s grandfather, William.
It was later shared with the Irish Constabulary
and in the 1940s it came into the ownership of
An Oige and was used as a Youth Hostel
(Power 2004, 8)
Glencree differs to the other three barracks in
that after a period of stagnation of about thirty
years, in the 1850s it became a reformatory
school and underwent a period of expansion.

In 1858 the British Government passed the Irish Reformatory School Act. The reformatory
was established by the religious order, the Oblates of Mary Immaculate (OMI). A committee
of layman and clergymen was formed under the
1858 Act to set up a reformatory for Catholic

Sketch of Glencree Barracks from 1 868. This is a view of the barracks from the northeast,ten years after it had been
converted to the St Kevin's Reformatory School. It shows the new buildings added to the west, south and east side of the
complex (Artist unknown, reproduction taken from Foley 1 922)
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Revised Edition 6" Ordnance Survey map from 1 885 showing Glencree barracks, now referred to as Glencree Reformatory. It
shows the buildings that have been added since 1 843. Also of note is the depiction of east block buildings, which appear to
have been redeveloped since the 1 868 sketch. Other additions include the chapel on the northwest corner and the
gardens to south of the complex. Unlike the 1 843 1 st Edition 6" map, a perimeter wall is clearly visible and is a later addition
(courtesy of Glucksman Library TCD).

boys. Efforts to secure a suitable site failed, and
the abandoned barracks at Glencree was eventually settled upon.
The Chief Secretary of Ireland issued the appropriate certificate for the reformatory at
Glencree on March 12th 1859. Fr. Lynch was
appointed as principal by the Oblate Provincial,
Fr. Robert Cooke. The first boy was sent to St
Kevin’s Reformatory School one month later on
April 14th 1859. By October 1860 210 boys
were resident in Glencree, and for the remainder of the 19th century, the average yearly
intake of boys was 75 (Foley 1922).
Fewer (2007, 112) alludes to the hardship
suffered by the boys who were detained in St
Kevin's Reformatory. One story in particular
details how one young man, Bernard Young,
who was sentenced to Glencree for larceny.
Barefoot and in rags, he was being transported

from Dublin to Glencree in the back of a
prison van where he died from exposure. Apparently (ibid), the two Dublin Metropolitan
policemen accompanying him had stopped at a
sheebeen close to Glencree and had forgotten
the boy.
When the Oblates moved in they found the
barracks, which had been mostly vacated since
the 1820s, in a state of disrepair. Many of the
buildings were without floors and windows
(Haslam, Denny & Hughes, 1999). There was a
need to build more facilities, including dormitories, classrooms, outhouses for livestock and
buildings where crafts such as carpentry and
tailoring could take place. The property was developed to house over 300 boys under the
stewardship of Fr. Francis Lynch. As the number of inmates increased, so too did the
buildings, including a dormitory that was 306
feet long to the west of the original barracks
16

building (Foley 1922).
The reformatory school was officially closed on
the 10th of May 1927, and the remaining 67
boys were transferred to Daingean. The closure
of the reformatory school offered an opportunity for the Oblates, and in particular Fr. John
Daly, to open a college for late vocations on the
site, which he did in October 1929. The college
for late vocations only lasted five years;
however, as in 1934 Glencree once again became a reformatory school, with the boys from
Daingean moving back to the Wicklow site.
With the outbreak of World War II in 1939,
Glencree saw an increase in boys committed to
the reformatory school and once again, the capacity and suitability of Glencree was left
wanting. In 1939, the Minister for Education,
Mr Derrig expressed his doubts as to whether
Glencree was fit for purpose, stating 'I visited
this place recently and was very disappointed to
find it in such a bad state of repair. I have come
to the conclusion that it is very doubtful whether, even with large expenditure, the present

buildings can be brought up to a satisfactory
standard' (Ryan 2009, 612). The decision was
made to return the boys to Daingean and in
August 1940 two hundred and five boys were
moved back to the Offaly complex under plain
clothes Garda escort (Ryan 2009, 614).
From 1945 to 1950, under the title Operation
Shamrock, Glencree was used to house thousands of Polish and German war orphans that
would stay for a period of three months (Glencree Centre 2010, 7). Located not far from the
barracks, to the northeast, is the location of the
German Military Cemetery where the bodies of
134 German soldiers are buried. These soldiers
were killed in action over Ireland for various
reasons, including getting caught in inclement
weather conditions, running out of fuel, or taking damage taken during air raids (Glencree
Centre 2010, 10).
Since 1974, Glencree has been the home to the
Glencree Centre for Peace and Reconciliation
(Glencree Centre 2010, 2). The Office of Public
Works is currently restoring the complex.

Detail of east block of St Kevin's Reformatory School (formerly Glencree Barracks) by W. Lawrence between 1 880 and 1 900
(French, R., & Lawrence, W. (1 865-1 91 4). The Reformatory, Glencree, Co. Wicklow. National Library of Ireland, The Lawrence
Photograph Collection, L_CAB_04734)
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1 91 0 Edition 25" Ordnance Survey map showing Glencree Reformatory. Delineation of the structures is much more
comprehensive in this map compared to the two previous versions. The east block is clearly separated into three blocks as
well as the lean-to shed. Detail of the gardens to the south is no longer visible and may indicate that they were not
maintained. The chapel in the northwest corner has been developed into a Church since 1 885.

Bing Maps satellite image of
Glencree complex (accessed 201 7 from
www.bing.com/maps)
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Section 3

Comparative Assessment

Introduction
In order to provide an insight into the evolution
of the Glencree Barracks complex, a comparative assessment of the Military Road barracks
was carried out in May 2017. This involved detailed cartographic analysis and field inspections
of Glencree, Laragh, Drumgoff and Aghavannagh Barracks. A fifth barracks, Glen Imaal, was
not visited. Glen Imaal was designed to hold a
larger complement of men than the other four,
and was less comparable to Glencree, and no
visible elements of it remain.

Drumgoff Barracks by Petrie 1 822

1 9th century depictions of Glencree Barracks
1 81 6
1 81 6
1 821
1 840
1 843
1 868
1 885
1 890(c.)

Map (Fewer 2007, 1 1 0)
Taylor’s map of Dublin
Duncan’s map of Dublin
Drawing G. V Du Royer
Ordnance Survey Map 6”
Drawing of St. Kevin’s Reformatory
Revision of Ordnance Survey Map 6”
Photograph of Glencree, Law. Coll.

None of the four barracks in this study are in
their original condition. As described in the previous section, Glencree Barracks has been
heavily altered and has served multiple roles
since its construction. It does, however, in some
ways have the best-preserved main barracks
block. Aghavannagh, built in 1803, has lost its
eastern gable end block and the western end exhibits collapse scars. The block is now stabilised
and the barracks has been converted to a private
dwelling since 2010. The enclosing wall around
the barracks has undergone repair, but parts are
in poor condition and the two bastions can
barely be made out.
The exterior walls and shell of Drumgoff still
stand within its high enclosing walls, but the
main building is no longer roofed. It has the
best preserved corner bastions, though these are

Drumgoff by GV du Noyer c. 1 840

Drumgoff Barracks, photograph by D'Arcy
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ruined and overgrown.
The exterior of the main barracks building at
Laragh, built in 1804, has been completely remodelled. Large sections of this building were
demolished c.1860 and what remains is unrecognisable as one of the Military Road barracks
apart from some of the window features and
the enclosing wall. The former parade ground,
enclosing walls and bastions are heavily overgrown. The outhouses, however, are the best
preserved among the four in this study, and appear to have original roofs, and its gate is
original and well-preserved.
Although very different today, the four singlecompliment barracks (and indeed Glen Imaal)
originally had a perimeter wall enclosing a large
square space measuring c. 100m by c. 90m
across, accessed by a gate located centrally in
one of the walls. This enclosed a large offcentre detached building, a parade ground, and
outbuildings. For Laragh, Drumgoff and Aghavannagh, this standardised plan is easy to
identify from cartographic representation on
the 1840s OS maps. Unfortunately, the contemporary plan of Glencree dates from after it had
already been sold to Lord Powercourt in 1834
and the perimeter wall had been partially demolished or remodelled.

Main barracks building
The design and layout of all four visited main
barrack buildings are standardised. All four have
an identical central block that is eleven bays in
width and three storeys high. Glencree has two
four-storey gable end blocks, and Aghavannagh
has one of these to the west and scars of a
second ruined tower to the west. Cartographic
evidence (1840s OS) indicates Laragh had
identical end blocks. There is no evidence that
these end blocks were ever constructed at
Drumgoff, and there are no wall scars on the
blank ends of the façade. The 1840s OS map
similarly does not show these at Drumgoff.

First Edition 1 843 6" maps of Military Road barracks: from
top Laragh, Drumgoff, Aghavannagh and Glen Imaal

Two sketches exist of Drumgoff barracks from
the first half of the 19th century. The first by
George Petrie is dated to the 1820s, and the
second, by George Victor du Noyer is dated to
20

George III 1 805 coin placed below a flagstone on the stair
landing during the early military occupation of Aghavannagh Barracks.

Two sealed glass flasks filled with clear liquid found at
Aghavannagh Barracks below the flagstone floor in the
former kitchen. These may represent a pair of emergency
oil lamps, intended to be broken and have a wick inserted and lit, fuelled by the oil or paraffin within.
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the 1840s. Petrie’s drawing is unusual as it depicts the barracks with the two wing blocks that
are present on the barracks at Glencree. It is an
incorrect depiction of the barracks as these
wings were never built at Drumgoff. Du Noyer,
a student of Petrie, has accurately sketched the
barracks without the two wing blocks (Fewer
2007, 184).
The original interior of the main barracks
building is best preserved at Aghavannagh.
Here, a programme of considered restoration
by its current owners (and according to the
RMP files, by the OPW since 1993) have identified numerous original features, including four
gunslits in the porch, an internal well (inside the
porch), original internal paving and fireplaces,
fixtures and fittings. The porch gunslits are
likely to have been a standard feature of all four
barracks.

Front facade of Aghavannagh Barracks main block and
half-moon window at ground floor

Eastern ruined flanker showing stair scar, Aghavannagh

West facade main block showing no scars at Drumgoff

Of particular interest is the discovery of a coin
dating from 1805 found below a flagstone on
the stair landing. This was almost certainly
placed during the early military occupation of
the barracks by soldiers (the barracks was constructed in 1803) and similar coins may have
been placed in the other barracks. Two sealed
glass flasks were found at Aghavannagh below
the flagstone floor in the former kitchen. These
may represent a pair of emergency oil lamps,
intended to be broken and have a wick inserted
and lit, fuelled by the oil or paraffin within.
These items have never been identified in archaeological contexts but may have been
standard military issue in the 19th century, and
similar artefacts may have been hidden in
identical locations in the other barracks.
An interesting point to note are the ground
floor windows of all four main barrack buildings. Originally there would have been no large
window openings on the ground floor, except
for half-moon openings above head height.
This is a defensive feature that is only retained
in its entirety at Drumgoff. At Aghavannagh,
four of these were enlarged in the second half
of the 20th century. All the Glencree windows
on the ground floor were enlarged, most likely
in the 1850s or early 1860s.
The Military Archives online collection
22

Example of organisation of 1 9th century British miltiary barracks. This is the ground plan of Portumna dated 1 855 from the
Military Archives (IE/MA/MPD/ad1 34730-008).
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Above: gunslits identified in the entrance porch of Aghavannagh Barracks main block
Below: well (restored) identified in the entrance porch of Aghavannagh Barracks main block
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(www.militaryarchives.ie) contains numerous
groundplans of 19th century British barracks in
Ireland. None of the Military Road barracks are
included in the digitised collection, however a
comparative analysis of broadly contemporary
(usually a little later) barracks in the country
from the archives shows that the main elements
of the standard barracks plan are always
present: main block and outhouses, perimeter
wall and parade ground. Building functions are
annotated on the military archives: for example
in 1861 the main barracks block at Ballaghaderreen Barracks in Mayo (Military Archives
IE/MA/MPD/ad134184-006) housed soldier’s
quarters and officer’s quarters, mess and kitchens, with side wings housing sergeants and
the cooks. Another similar example is at Portumna (IE/MA/MPD/ad134730-008). The
arrangement at Glencree is likely to have been
similar.

Outhouses and perimeter wall at Laragh

Outhouses
A pair of symmetrical outhouses to the front of
the main barracks block are present at
Drumgoff, Laragh, Aghavannagh and Glen
Imaal. They are best preserved at Laragh, and
while the three extant outbuildings show minor
differences, all are low masonry structures that
could have housed soldiers, horses, toilets
and/or workshops/forges. There is no evidence
for similar features at Glencree, which instead is
depicted on the 1821 and 1840s maps with a

Detail of original window at Laragh from outhouse, probably in secondary position
The outhouses at Laragh are predominantly original and
in the best condition of all the Military Road barracks
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single non-symmetrical outhouse structure in
the location of the current café to the southwest of the complex.

Perimeter walls and bastions
The enclosing walls of Laragh, Drumgoff and
Aghavannagh are square in plan with two oblique bastions located at opposite corners. In
the three cases above the walls take partial advantage of topographic features (notably the
steep slope and river at Drumgoff), but the topography does not define the form of the walls.
Instead, it is clear that an idealised design for a
barracks was imposed on the existing topography. At Laragh two gunslits are visible in the
rear ruined corner bastion, and it is almost certain that all the barracks bastions would have
had similar gunslits. The opposing oblique
corner bastions would therefore have provided
cover to the four walls of the gatehouse in a
standard Trace Italienne design characteristic of
British military architecture from the late 15th
century to the 19th century. Once again, the
Gunslit in bastion at Laragh Barracks

Corner bastion at Laragh Barracks

Corner bastion at Drumgoff Barracks

Entrance gate Aghavannagh Barracks

Entrance gate Laragh Barracks
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corner bastions at Laragh, Drumgoff and
Aghavannagh are not located at topographically
obvious points, or in relation to obvious approaches from the Military Road, but rather
form an idealised design.
All four barracks have a standardised gate
design with two openings (a carriage gate and a
pedestrian gate to the right on entry), set in the
centre of one of the four walls. These have a
distinct keystone design, in particular on the
pedestrian gate. In all four cases the entrance is
at an angle to the Military Road, and the location of the entrance in relation to the internal
organisation of the barracks and parade ground
varies in each case.
The perimeter wall at Glencree is not marked
on the 1840s OS plan, but is depicted on
Taylor’s 1816 map and Duncan’s 1821 map, and
possibly on the du Noyer drawing of 1840.
These are inconsistent, but none of them include opposing corner bastions as at the other
Military Road barracks, nor is there any evidence on the ground for corner bastions. Having
said that, oblique field boundaries radiating out
from the northwest and southeast corners of
the Glencree complex may indicate the exist-

ence of earlier bastions demolished in 1834
after the complex was acquired by Lord Powerscourt. Faint earthworks to the northwest of
Glencree are visible on the 1840 and 1868
drawings of the barracks, and a bastion on the
northwest would be defensively logical, as this is
the key approach from the Military Road.
The most likely reconstruction of the route of
the Glencree perimeter wall, based on this comparative assessment and known depictions,
would have it curving around the eastern side
of the complex, respecting the topography of
the land running along the southern ridge of
the Glencree River. It is possible that the
curving wall in the foreground of the 1868
drawing represents the original wall. In either
case, Glencree is unique among the Military
Road barracks in the way its perimeter wall does
not conform to an idealised notion of the barracks and is so heavily constrained by
topography, even if it originally had corner bastions. As discussed below, this is likely to be a
result of its unique evolution from the Pioneer
Camp and its location mid-way between the
‘rebel heartland’ and Dublin. Another point of
note is how early 19th century depictions of
Glencree Barracks have idealised its design.

Reconstructed location of original 1 806 perimeter wall at Glencree, showing angled field boundaries at opposing corners could these indicate the locations of planned bastions?
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Section 4

Survey of Glencree East Block

Introduction
On the 15th of May 2017, a site inspection took
place of the east block, focusing on the rear
façade and basement level. It was noted that the
upper floor had undergone renovation in the
second half of the 20th century and most of
the original features from this level were either
concealed or removed.

Detailed survey
Overall block

The 19th century east block measures 57m long
(N-S) by 7.6m wide. The western façade (front)
of the block is single story and has been heavily

modernised. The eastern façade (rear) of the
block has 15 windows at first floor level and a
basement floor. The narrow space (2.1m)
between the eastern block and the southern
block was infilled in the 20th century.
On the eastern façade, the roof line of a
demolished half-height extension is visible along
the southernmost 40m of the block, just below
the first floor window sills. The structure was a
lean-to was not keyed into the main building.
This extension was constructed between 1843
(where it is not shown on the 1843 1st edition
OS map) and 1885 (shown on the 1885 revision
of the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map).

The 1910 25” OS map depicts the east block
divided
into
three
subsections of unequal
sizes (from south: 20m
1 91 0 OS map showing east block (orange) and unexpected masonry features (blue)
long; 22.5m long and
14.5m long). These
correspond to three phases
of construction visible in
the lower half of the
eastern wall. The windows
in the top half of the
eastern façade do not
respect these divisions,
though there is a wider gap
between windows 11 and
12 (numbered from south
to north) than elsewhere,
and the northernmost
phase of construction
begins just before window
12.

Northern end: east
façade basement level
The northern corner of
the building is chamfered,
probably an original
feature though not shown
28

Wall A (left), Wall B (above) and Wall C (below), see
diagram page 31
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Ventilation holes in south end of east block

on the 1885 or 1910 OS maps. Two brick-lined
ventilation holes (390mm high and 50mm wide)
are visible in the wall at basement level (base of
opening at 344.708m OD) and situated c. 3.4m
apart. These appear to have been inserted after
construction of the wall, and are probably
contemporary with the similar ventilation holes
in the demolished eastern extension. This phase
of the eastern block appears to abut the central
part at basement level.

Central section: east façade basement
Vent detail: external (above), internal (below)

The centre of the eastern block appears to be
abutted by the northern end. A doorway (not
visible on c. 1890 photograph) has been
inserted as basement level.
A wall buttress ('Wall A') abuts the eastern
façade. This measures 2020mm long, 910mm
wide and max. 3490mm high. A small fragment
of detailing on the upper north-facing side of
the butress suggests it was intended, or re-used,
as an externally-visible tiered wall buttress.
The connection between the south and central
sections is unusual. A wall scar ('Wall C)'
indicating a former wall running east is visible
up to c. 4m above ground level (c. 345m OD).
Above this a building line is visible running c.
70mm southwards before rising up again to the
base of the window sill. This point also marks a
change in the foundation level. This indicates a
wall projecting eastwards at this point, probably
predating one of the two blocks.
A separate wall ('Wall B') is visible within the
interior of the central section. This measures
30

Plan and elevation of east block, base images courtesy of Paul Corrigan Associates and OPW)
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730mm wide and 2050mm long. This wall also
appears to abut the rear of the eastern façade,
and has a very shallow foundation.

Southern end: east façade basement level

The southern end has six ventilation holes
(390mm high and 50mm wide) lined with stone,
earthenware tile and red brick visible in the wall
at basement level (base of opening at 343.667m
OD) and situated c. 3m apart. Five are easy to
identify and the sixth has been partly truncated
by a later inserted basement door. These
ventilation holes were constructed at the same
time as the building, and are different from the
later holes in the northern block. From the
inside the holes are wider (230mm) and they
taper inwards towards the exterior of the
building for a depth (wall thickness) of 740mm.

This column: brick-lined recesses

These ventilation holes are morphologically
similar to the stone-lined gunloops visible at
Aghavannagh barracks, though they are twice as
narrow internally and so would be of limited
defensive use as they provide very little visibility.
Inside the southern part of the eastern block
basement are six putlog holes in the exterior
wall, corresponding with six small indentations
in the uppermost outset foundation on the
opposite wall. These may indicate a former
floor level at c. 343.487m OD (just 180mm
below the base of the ventilation holes). This
putative floor level does not correspond to the
original door into the basement in the southern
end of the building, which is much lower, but it
does correspond to the corbels visible in the
narrow space between the eastern and southern
blocks. The putlog holes measure 120mm by
180mm across and are spaced between 1500
and 1750mm apart.

Wall cavities in southern end

Two sets of recesses run along the internal wall
of the southern basement.
The northern set comprises eleven brick-lined
recesses 230mm wide and 460mm high set
550mm apart. One of the recesses is brick-lined
along the base at an angle of 45 degrees, sloping
down towards the east and recess opening. Faint
traces of a rounded channel were noted on the
sloping brick, probably indicating that this set
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of recesses drained liquid from the upper floor.

This column: brick-lined recesses

The southern set comprise nine stone-lined recesses, or bays, c. 500mm wide and 610mm
high. These are arranged 270mm apart. The
stone-lined bays lead into a rectangular stoneand brick-lined space 850mm deep. The stone
lining of these holes is very well made, with
chamfered edges and a curved lintel. All of the
bays have been sealed at a later date, except for
Bay 3, which has an iron pipe (almost certainly a
later insertion, explaining why this bay was not
sealed) protruding from the opening.
An iron fitting, possibly a handle, lever or hinge
fitting, is located below Bay X, and appears to
be related to the function of the features.
Crudely carved numerals (and in some cases red
and yellow painted numerals) are located
between each of the holes and on the sills and
lintels, and are clearly the work of various
people. These are depicted on the profile overleaf. Examples of some of the clearer numerals
at the southern end are:
, and
984 802 14, 902 16 628,

877 55 18 22

14 902 22 49.

Pipe in stone-lined Bay 3 (above) and fitting below stonelined Bay 2 (below)
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Detail of south end of east block basement. Plan (above)
and profile below). Refer to numbers on masonry bays
(below). Base plans and elevations courtesy of Paul
Corrigan Associates and OPW)
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This column: putlog holes
Right column: masonry-lined bays with numbers
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Section 5

Discussion of findings

Overview and summary
The aim of this assessment was to evaluate unexpected masonry details identified in the
eastern block at Glencree Barracks. The results
of a detailed historical assessment, analysis of
historic cartographic, drawing and photographic
sources, comparative study of the Military Road
barracks, and detailed inspection of the Glencree east black, are documented in the above
sections.
Based on the research set out in this report, the
unexpected masonry details were constructed in
the mid-19th century as part of the internal and
eastern walls of an agricultural/industrial range
structure. This is almost certainly the structure
depicted on the centre-left of the 1868 drawing
of St Kevin’s Reformatory.
The study has raised a number of questions
about the eastern end of the Glencree complex.
For example, does the 1806 perimeter wall survive below the western façade of the eastern
block? Is there any archaeological evidence for a
bastion in the southeast (and northwest) corner
of the complex? Does the mid-19th century
building in the southeastern block, now incorporated into the Reformatory block, reflect a
programme of agricultural and aesthetic improvements by Lord Powerscourt? And what is
the meaning of the numerals carved into the
stone-lined recesses?

Pre-1 9th century fabric in the
eastern block
The results of this report suggest that there is
no survival of pre-19th century fabric aboveground at Glencree Barracks. Significant settlement and use of the area from at least the
medieval period onwards may have left archaeological sub-surface remains below the parade

ground, but it is more likely that the extensive
19th century construction and levelling erased
any pre-19th century material completely. The
remains of the 1802 Pioneer Camp, which was
most likely the forerunner to the Glencree Barracks, would have been completely removed in
1806 as these comprised temporary turf-built
structures.

Early 1 9th century fabric in the
eastern block
The original line of 1806 perimeter wall is
marked on an 1816 map (estate map? reproduced in Fewer 2007) that correlates perfectly to
field boundaries depicted on the 1840s OS map.
The wall follows the topographical constraints
much closer than in the other Military Road
barracks. One interesting aspect of Glencree is
that one of the outbuildings - the ‘armoury’ to
the southwest - appears to be located outside
the perimeter wall, a highly unusual situation
not matched in the other Military Road barracks.
Both the 1816 and 1840 map depict an oblique
field boundary to the southeast and the 1840s
OS map shows an opposing oblique boundary
to the northwest. The 1868 sketch depicts a
slight protrusion in the southeast corner. Opposing bastions are in integral part of the
standardised barracks plan at Drumgoff, Glen
Imaal, Aghavannagh and Laragh, so these must
at least have been considered at Glencree, even
if they were never constructed. It would be interesting to see if any archaeological evidence
for these half-built or unbuilt bastions survives
below the ground, or below buildings. The potential site of the northwestern bastion would
be below the existing graveyard, but the potential site of the southeastern bastion may be
below the existing buildings in the southeast of
the complex.
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Why was Glencree unique among the Military
Road barracks in terms of the shape of the
perimeter wall and lack of opposing bastions?
The historical research and comparative assessment suggests two reasons: its evolution from
the Pioneer Camp, and its location halfway
between Dublin and the ‘rebel-heart’ of Wicklow making it comparatively safer than the other
four barracks.

wall is probably completely removed by the current building, however it is possible that the
foundations of the current building sit on top
of the truncated foundations of the original
perimeter wall. This could be ascertained by targeted test-excavation.

There is no other evidence for early 19th century structures in the eastern part of the
Glencree complex.

In total, six unexpected masonry features were
identified in the eastern block. These are: three
east-west wall fragments abutting or integrated
into the east façade; a series of ventilation holes
(‘embrasures’) in the east façade; and a series of
masonry and brick bays or recesses in an internal basement wall.

This report has reconstructed the probable
route of the 1806 perimeter wall, and the assembled evidence suggests it ran along the line
of the western façade of the eastern block. This
means that the unexpected masonry and brick
openings and holes identified in the eastern
block would have been situated outside the perimeter wall. Although there is some evidence for
redoubts outside the walls at some of the barracks, this is limited and does not apply to
Glencree. On this basis, the brick-and masonry
openings and vents are unlikely to relate to defence. The eastern end of the 1806 perimeter

Unexpected masonry features

This report has demonstrated that all of these
features were almost certainly constructed after
the barracks went out of use in 1834, and none
are of defensive function. All are situated outside of the former defensive perimeter wall.
Wall A (an external east-west wall fragment)
abuts the eastern block. It postdates this block
and is probably a lean-to extension support

Note lean-to extension on east block of St. Kevin's Reformatory School (formerly Glencree Barracks) by W. Lawrence
between 1 880 and 1 900 (French, R., & Lawrence, W. (1 865-1 91 4). The Reformatory, Glencree, Co. Wicklow. National Library
of Ireland, The Lawrence Photograph Collection, L_CAB_04734)
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Cutaway, superimposed on sketch of Glencree Barracks from 1 868 (Artist unknown, reproduction taken from Foley 1 922)
showing conjectural reconstruction of 1 9th century agricultural building

constructed by the Reformatory School
between 1868 and 1900. It appears to have been
later tiered and converted into a buttress in the
20th century following the demolition of the
lean-to. A similar date is likely for the internal
east-west wall fragment (Wall B).
The other features (Wall C, recesses and vents)
are all likely to be earlier, almost certainly dating
to between 1843 and 1868. They are all probably part of a mid-19th century range structure
depicted in the southeast of Glencree on the
1868 sketch. Wall C (of which only a scar survives today) is shown as extending eastwards,
though it should be noted that the fenestration
in the sketch does not match the existing arrangement. The ventilation holes are not
depicted in the sketch but were almost certainly
present, and vents are depicted on the c. 1880s
photograph along the eastern façade. The distinct foundation course is shown and matches

the current one (though ground level outside
has been built up significantly since the drawing). The brick and masonry recesses would
have been internal to this structure.
The structure is agricultural or industrial in
nature. It may have been constructed by the
Oblates soon after they opened the Reformat-
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ory School in 1859, but it is different in architectural style from the other Reformatory
School phase buildings, and is more likely to
have been constructed between 1843 and 1859.
At this time the former barracks was under the
ownership of Lord Powercourt, and variously
hosted Government stores, the Irish Post Office, and the Ordnance Survey of Ireland. The
function of the bays is unlikely to have been related specifically to post-office sorting or
mapping, and it is far more likely that they relate
to a dairy. The masonry-lined bays are unusually
well-made for this sort of function, but this may
reflect a conscious programme of agricultural
and aesthetic improvements by Lord Powerscourt in the early-mid 19th century, reflected in
contemporary comments (e.g. Stringer 1817). In
this regard, it would be interesting to compare
the architecture of the masonry-lined bays with
contemporary outhouse (particularly dairy) architectural features within the Powercourt
Demesne, something which was not possible
during this study.
The mid-19th century structure probably had a
half-basement along its long eastern side, fol-

lowing the natural topography. Primary access
was presumably from the west, perhaps through
multiple openings leading into internally divided
stalls, or bays, as in nineteenth century bail-style
milking sheds. Brick and masonry drains and
openings connected these to the lower level in
the east, which was a vented basement accessed
from the southeast. They may have functioned
as drains for milking, milk processing, and for
the cool storage of milk or cheese products.
One original door may survive at the southern
end of the existing basement, and a door is depicted further to the east in the 1868 sketch.
Between 1868 and 1885 (Revised 1st Edition)
the upper part of this structure was dismantled
and extended to match the central section. This
is likely to have happened at the same time as
the northern extension to the eastern block, as
reflected in the 1910 OS map showing three
separate phases in this building. A slightly-later
lean-to structure (c. 1880s) abutted against the
eastern block, now demolished, may have had a
similar function to the demolished mid-19th
century structure, and thus replaced it. This too
had ventilation holes along its eastern side (as

Colour coded profile of eastern facade of east block Glencree Barracks, showing suggested phases and dating. Base elevation courtesy of Paul Corrigan Associates and OPW
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Mysterious numerals inscribed between and within the stone-lined recesses (base elevation courtesy of Paul Corrigan Associates and OPW)

depicted on a photograph from c. 1890) with no
other windows or doors visible other than an
iron gate in its northern façade. It may have
been used to house livestock. The brick-lined
ventilation holes in the northern end of the
eastern block probably date to this period.
The images in this section represent the most
likely date ranges of the features along the eastern façade of the east block, and a possible
reconstruction of the mid-19th century structure with the masonry cavities and bays.

Numerals

recess –the numerals were replicated on the
interior. The crude quality of the numerals in
contrast to the architecture of the recesses
strongly suggest they were not an originally
intended feature. This suggests the recesses
could have been reused for another purpose,
most likely during Glencree's Reformatory period.
If the interpretation of the mid-19th century
structure as a dairy shed is correct, the stonelined recesses may have been used for the cool
storage of milk or cheese products. The purpose of the numerals, however, is an interesting
mystery.

The façade of the stone-lined recesses is also
distinguished by the presence of crudely
engraved sets of numbers in between each bay.
The numbers vary with instances of single,
double and triple digits. Some numbers are
recurring such as
and . As can be
seen on the elevation, these numbers are not
engraved in chronological order and a numerical
pattern is not obvious. Differences in the way
the numbers are crudely carved into the stone,
and the use of paint rather than carving in some
cases, indicate the numbers were inscribed by
different people and at different times. Many of
the numbers are hard to identify, but the clearest
set of numbers is found either side of the
northernmost recess. These read (from top to
bottom)
on the left; and
on the right. In Bay 3 – the only unsealed
22,

55

877, 55, 18, 22

902

14, 902,

22, 49
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